Geronimo Stilton: The Race Across America
Test your Knowledge of the Book!

1. What does Geronimo receive in a parcel?

2. Why does Bruce Hyena send Geronimo a helmet and pedals?

3. What is Geronimo’s favourite hobby?

4. How long is the race across America?
   - [ ] 1000 miles
   - [ ] 3000 miles
   - [ ] 7000 miles

5. Who calls Geronimo a ‘hero’ before the race?

6. What mistake does Geronimo make before the race?

7. What famous landmark does Geronimo see during the race?

8. Why does Geronimo’s team almost get disqualified?

9. How does Geronimo end up winning the race?

10. Who does Geronimo give his trophy to?

Discover more Geronimo Stilton books and fun activities at
www.GeronimoStilton.com
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